
The changes occurred within paradigms of research processes have turn open data into a key element that requires
reconsidering the way our work is done and information is dealt with. This overhaul also aims at developing new cross-
cutting and transdisciplinar approaches. Research based upon a single source of information is not possible, particularly
when information can be gathered from multiple sources such as written texts, archaeological evidence,
paleoenvironmental data, material sciences lab results, etc.
The Research Information System introduced in this poster has been successfully applied since 1997. It was designed as a
response to ten system requirements and structured from two underpinning concepts.
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UNDERPINNING CONCEPTSSYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

Data independence assurance
with regard to the informatics

resources and long-term
preservation.

Metadata register and data
contextualization

Sequence description

Independent data treatment
regardless the source origin

Data chronological reference
description

Data spatial association
description

Data spatial description

Data restitution to the original
information source

Shared work allowance Partial, multilevel and multitask
data gathering, if required

Actor [AC]

Individual or collective author of an
action

The concept of Topographic Unit [TU] is so closely linked in origin
and first definition to the archaeological research (Stratigraphic
Units) but it is not conceived at all to be limited to this kind of
information source.

TU and AC are the two types used for data classification and
register. Both of them are single and unequivocal data identifiers
able to be located in time and space and able to be related if
needed.

Examples: The existence of living
species in a determined area, the
written evidence for a church
consecration, the written evidence for a
property acquisition, the archaeological
evidence for a necropolis, or a road,
etc.

Examples: Ènyec Bonfill, the
monastery of Sant Cugat del Vallès,
etc.

Topographic Unit [TU]

Indicator of an action or place that can
be located in space and time,
regardless the specificity of the source
of information and its biotic, abiotic or
anthropic origin.

TU REGISTER FILE

Data incorporated to TU or Ac registering
files can be gathered from any kind of
information source. Within the example at
the left the transcription of a document is
shown and the identified data to be
registered are highlighted. Minimum
information units (TU or AC) are identified
with a unique and sequential number both
for TU and AC. Information related to values
(e.g. the price of a transaction), chronology
and relation between actors are also
registered.

AC

TU

Values, chronology
or relations

Data identification within the document

Further exploitation of data registered as TU or AC files enables their analysis in accordance with the research objectives: statistical, parental relationship, social, geospatial, etc. As
shown in the examples below, RIS methodology puts into value massive amounts of data that had been considered irrelevant in the past. Their massive exploitation demonstrates their
extreme value as a historical source to explain the perception and layout of a territory or wood landscape.

Analysis of the spatial
hierarchy in the territory of
Masquefa in the 11th Century
generated from the TU
register files.

Analysis of written mentions
of oak trees (green dots)
overlapped to the
interpolation of their
chronology and the general
mentions to woods in the
County of Barcelona in the
11th Century.
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